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Quarterly Review, Jan 1873, pp 287
11 long reviews; some in batches; no titles



Quarterly Review, Jan 1873.
Anon reviews. Running title for batch



a weekly: The Leader 1850
short reviews, pp. 13-16



Sections of Athenaeum reviews, 23 Jan1875: 
1. Literature [p. 1] 3 col review



Sections of Athenaeum reviews, 23 Jan 
1875: Lit. con’t; translation



Athenaeum, 23 Jan 1875. Sections: 2
‘Novels of the Week’ (batch)



Athenaeum, 23 Jan 1875. Sections: 3
‘Our Library Table’ (continued on next)





Athenaeum. 23 Jan 1875.
NEWS: ‘List of new books’ by topic



General Functions of Book Reviews

1. News: of appearance of new titles + information about them 

2. Entertainment: including first-hand access to books through 

quotations in review 

3. Evaluation and guidance for readers

4. The attraction of advertising to journals in which review appears

5. Entry point of new contributors to occupation of journalism

6. Entry point for women writers to journalism

7. Space filler



A long quotation in a review
Examiner, 18 Oct. 1873



Functions of reviews for actors 
in the production circuit of serials

Actors in the Creation and Communication Circuit 

of Book Reviews: 

•READERS

•PUBLISHERS

•AUTHORS

•CONTRIBUTORS/REVIEWERS

•EDITORS



1. Readers

Readers gain 

BASIC

▪ News of new titles and dates of issue

▪ Knowledge of authors, prices, publishers for acquisition purposes: ordering, purchase, or borrowing

▪ Information of ‘what’s inside’

▪ Entertainment: Pleasure in reading the review, and keeping abreast of latest on authors and new books

OPTIMAL OTHERS

▪ First-hand access to the work reviewed, through generous quotation. Access to fiction and poetry for journals 

that excluded both, like early 19C quarterlies and daily newspapers

▪ Critical evaluation and guidance

▪ Broader criticism transferrable to general reading

▪ Entertainment: Pleasure in reading a well-written and insightful review



2. Publishers

Publishers’ stake in book reviews:

◦ Timely reviews publicise the general contents of publishers’ monthly new-book lists

◦ When publishing houses own ‘house’ journals, they can commission favourable reviews of their own books 

◦ Reviews work in concert with the publishers’ ads of their monthly lists in these journals

◦ Reviews provide copy that may subsequently be inserted in snippets by publishers in their ads for titles

◦ Reviews motivate sales to individuals and circulating libraries, at the most expensive point in the publishing cycle. 

◦ Reviews publicise ‘their’ authors, and potentially increase sales in back lists, lincluded in advertising copy. 

Reviews also namecheck authors who are currently publishing in serial parts the contents of their next book

◦ Reviews cement publishers’ relationships with journals, validating their supply of free books for reviewing. 

Reviews also function in tandem with the regular ads for books placed by book publishers that fill the journals’ 

‘Advertisers’ and coffers, and swell them seasonally. 



Book reviews and advertising: 1
Periodical book review (Gdn) recycled into ad

for book reviewed  in another periodical



Book reviews and advertising: 2
Quotation in ad from review in this jnl



3. Authors [of titles reviewed]

Authors’ stakes in book reviews:

◦ While authors’ stakes are high, they are arguably NOT higher than those of others in production circuit

◦ Professional reputation (literary, scientific, musical, philosophical, historical, critical, etc)

◦ Career: morale and continuing creativity may be affected by reviews; also secure reviewing stints

◦ Income/Economic survival: Sales –present, past and future-- influenced by overall tenor of these reviews

◦ Participation in literary networks of exchange



4. Contributors/Reviewers

Functions of reviews for Contributors/Reviewers:

▪ Opened journalism to unknowns, and developed skills-eg politics of journal, instructions of editor, and house style

▪ Anonymity obscured individual network connections of reviewers; cd review same book twice, or their own 

book. But, reviewers cd pursue own bent in anonymous reviews and cd quote pet ideas and favourites

▪ Actual IDs of reviews a hybrid of anon individual C and corporate journal->Open to abuse: Saturday Review 

paid lowly staffers to write ‘slasher’ reviews. 

▪ Journal titles overwrote the names of individual reviewers, and became the identity to which book reviews 

attributed→ reviews in ads ‘signed’ Westminster Review. 

▪ Reviewers part of literary network and surreptitious puffing: through mutual favours, author friends. 

▪ Signed reviews later in the century (eg Walter Pater’s of Oscar Wilde’s The Picture of Dorian Gray’) exposed 

networks;  vehicles of  public endorsements by recognisable celebrities of authors reviewed. Periodicals thrived 

on publication of NAMES of Contributors, and editors sought well-known reviewers



5. Editors/Periodicals or newspapers

Functions of reviews for editors:

▪ Reviews accommodate in these pages readers who wished to keep abreast of cultural news; news of new 

books was part of the attraction to readers of most periodicals and newspapers of the day

▪ Reviews linked titles directly to other news, of current events in the book trade

▪ Reviews involve direct links with publishers who supplied books for reviews, and placed ads for them that 

contributed financially to costs of publication, along with cover price sales. 

▪ For titles with a strong political or religious affiliation, book reviews further that politics through selection (and 

deselection) of books to be reviewed and of politically orthodox reviewers, as well as patronage and 

promulgation of favoured authors and publishers.  Editors’ loyalties or politics could influence the hierarchy of 

reviews, which went first, was longer or cut, etc.  Reviews could be buried in the back of the journal too

▪ Reviews provided editors with an object of exchange in the literary network, whereby editors could oblige a 

fellow editor, by exchange of a favourable review of an author affiliated with another periodical for a similar 

favour by its editor. 



Conclusions

▪ As cultural objects, book reviews are complex narratives, with each the node of shaping functions 

that extend well beyond the notice of and  evaluation of an author and title. 

▪ Types and contents of reviews are closely related to the frequency, type and politics of the 

journals in which they appear. 

▪ Book reviews function as entry level jobs for would-be journalists, and for women. 

▪ Book reviews imbricate newspapers and periodicals in the book trade, another sphere of print 

culture which has a symbiotic relationship with ephemera; reviews are partnered in issues by the 

lucrative ads for the books and publishers they treat, yielding fees that keep journals solvent. 

▪ Book reviews are part of the  habitus of their time. Their form and content function as nodes, that 

participate in  a vast synchronic matrix of networks attaching to each title reviewed,  each 

publisher, each contributor,  each author, and each periodical or newspaper
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